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The person in the image is not practicing yoga dolphin pose, 
but in a different yoga pose. Because the prompt has already 
mention dolphin pose, the AI art model might not 
understand what is dolphin pose. To address this, the 
sentence prompt should be modified to specifically mention 
what is a dolphin pose: posture where one balances on the 
forearms with the legs lifted, forming an inverted V shape 
with the body.

a person practicing yoga dolphin pose at 
beach

A person practicing yoga 
dolphin pose at a beach with 
clear blue water and white 
sand, during sunrise.

A person on a sandy beach 
practicing yoga in the dolphin 
pose, which involves being on 
both forearms and toes with 
hips raised towards the 
ceiling and facing the ground, 
as the waves gently crash, the 
sun sets in the background 
casting a warm glow, and a 
serene atmosphere surrounds 
the scene.

The dog in the generated image is not in the same color as the 
one in the given image. The dog in the given image is a black 
and white Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, while the dog in the 
generated image is a brown and white Cavalier King Charles 
Spaniel. To address this issue, the sentence prompt should be 
modified to specifically mention the breed of the dog as a 
black and white Cavalier King Charles Spaniel.

photo of a dog looks like the left one in the 
given image running on the floor

A Cavalier King Charles 
Spaniel running on a tiled 
floor, with a happy mood, in 
a modern kitchen.

A black and white Cavalier 
King Charles Spaniel running 
on a wooden floor, with a 
playful mood, in a cozy 
kitchen.

Revised prompt and image

Cartoon 
drawing of Mr 
Bean with the 
same cloth as 
in the given 
image

playing 
with a dog 
looks like 
this one 
on the 
beach

The dog in the generated image is not the same breed as the 
one in the given image. The dog in the given image is a 
Yorkshire Terrier, while the dog in the generated image is a 
Boston Terrier. To address this issue, the sentence prompt 
should be modified to specifically mention the breed of the 
dog as a Yorkshire Terrier.

A humorous scene of Mr 
Bean and a small dog playing 
fetch on a sandy beach with 
blue skies in the background.

A humorous scene of Mr 
Bean wearing a yellow 
tennis outfit and playing 
with a Yorkshire Terrier on a 
beach with palm trees in the 
background.

The image generated by the AI art generation model does not 
follow the user imagined IDEA of the scene as the fingers are 
not ready to take a screenshot. To address this, the sentence 
prompt can be modified to specify that the fingers should be 
pressing the side button and the volume up button at the 
same time.

an image of a hand holding an iphone 12. 
The image is used for illustrating how to 
take a screen shot on iphone

A detailed image of an 
iPhone 12 being held in a 
hand, with the screen on and 
the fingers ready to take a 
screenshot.

A detailed image of a hand 
holding an iPhone 12, with 
the fingers ready to take a 
screenshot by pressing the 
side button and the volume 
up button at the same time, 
with a clear view of the 
screen.

The image generated by the AI art generation model does not 
follow the user imagined IDEA of the scene as there is no 
study area in the image. To address this, the sentence prompt 
can be modified to specify that there should be a study area 
in the room, such as a desk with a lamp and a bookshelf.

A hand drawing of a room where people 
can sleep and study. Hand drawing is a style 
that looks like the given image.

A room with a cozy 
atmosphere, hand-drawn in 
a style that resembles a pen 
and ink sketch.

A room with a comfortable 
bed and a study area with a 
desk and a bookshelf, 
hand-drawn in a style that 
looks like a pen and ink 
sketch.

Two cats 
running on 
the beach, 
the right one 
looks like

and the 
left one 
looks like

The cats in the generated image are both Russian Blue cats, 
while the user imagined IDEA of the scene specifies that one 
of the cats should be a domestic shorthair. To address this 
issue, the sentence prompt should be modified to specifically 
mention that the domestic shorthair cat is orange in color.

A playful scene of a Russian 
Blue cat and a domestic 
shorthair cat chasing each 
other on the beach, the sand 
is white and the sky is a deep 
blue, the sun is shining 
brightly.

A playful scene of a Russian 
Blue cat and an orange 
domestic shorthair cat 
running on the white sandy 
beach, the sky is a deep blue 
and the sun is shining 
brightly.

The image generated by the AI art generation model does not 
follow the user imagined IDEA of the scene as there are 
bananas on the plate and orange juice in the glass. To 
address this, the sentence prompt can be modified to specify 
that there should be no bananas on the plate and no orange 
juice in the glass.

a plate that has no bananas on it. there is a 
glass without orange juice next to it

A breakfast scene with a 
plate that has no bananas 
and a glass without orange 
juice, with a blue 
background and a bright 
lighting.

A close-up view of an empty 
plate with no other objects 
on it, and an empty glass 
without orange juice on a 
wooden table, with a white 
background.

Input user IDEA Draft prompt and image to revise Text feedback

A watercolor cartoon logo based on the 
design in the given image

A logo design of a llama with 
a red scarf and beanie, in a 
watercolor cartoon style, 
with a soft and pastel color 
palette.

A logo design of a llama in a 
watercolor cartoon style, 
with a red beanie and scarf, 
standing on all fours, with a 
soft and pastel color palette, 
similar to the design in the 
given image.

The llama in the generated image is not in the same design as 
the one in the given image. The llama in the given image is 
standing on all fours, while the llama in the generated image 
is only showing its head. To address this issue, the sentence 
prompt should be modified to specifically mention that the 
llama should be standing on all fours, and the design should 
be similar to the one in the given image.

A scene of a man in a suit 
waving his hand, with the 
same style as the geometric 
dog image on the left.

Find the the image style pattern in the left 
two dog images and apply it on the top 
right people waving hand image. Provide a 
textual description that keeps the content 
in the people waving hand image, with the 
correct style pattern.

A scene of a man in a suit 
with his right hand raised in 
a friendly wave with his 
palm facing forward, with 
the same style as the 
geometric dog image on the 
left, with a blue sky 
background, with a slight 
smile on his face, with a 
modern and abstract style.

The man in the generated image is not the same as the one in 
the given image. This is because the prompt mentions 'a man' 
but the AI art model can not understand image inputs. To 
address this, the sentence prompt should be modified to 
specifically mention the man in the given image is 'a man in a 
suit with his right hand raised in a friendly wave with his 
palm facing forward'.


